Official Cross Country Schooling Day
Guidelines

The following guidelines are to be observed by all. A designated Cross Country
Official will be monitoring the course throughout schooling hours to ensure
safety and compliance with all guidelines. If you have any questions or concerns
look for the Cross Country Official Golf Cart marked with an Orange Flag.
 ABSOLUTELY NO MOTORIZED VEHCLES ON CROSS COUNRY
COURSE (Official CHP vehicles only).
 Everyone who is schooling must be accompanied by a grounds person on
foot including mounted trainers.
 Please ensure groups are limited to only 6 mounted schooling participants
including mounted trainers.
 When possible walk from jump to jump so you don’t startle horses waiting for
a turn to practice. 
 Please do not attempt to jump a fence until the rider(s) ahead of you have
finished.
 Schooling is only permitted over flagged questions/jumps and only in the
designated direction (white flag on left and red flag on right).
 Jumps with crossed flags are not allowed to be jumped.
 Ask nearby coaches or riders if a fence is clear before attempting to jump.
 Please try to keep your group moving along. If you need more time at a jump
complex, take a break and let other riders pass through or move to another
complex and come back later.
 Be polite and observant of other riders, horses, officials, volunteers, CHP staff,
and grounds people. 
 If you see concerning behavior please report it to the CHP office or the Cross
Country Official in the golf cart with an orange flag.
 Please keep the health and safety of yourself and your horse a first priority.
Stay hydrated and keep your horse as cool a possible with lots of breaks.
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